ANY WAY YOU PLAY THE GAME,
INDOOR SOCCER IS BETTER THAN FUTSAL

ESPECIALLY AT BREAK AWAY!
1. MORE Realistic: It is always better to mimic a realistic soccer playing environment as much as
possible. Hard-court play has limited benefits in this regard. Playing on turf is better for a grass feel
and ball touch
2. Walls offer many BENEFITS For Play:
a. Improving Skills - Keeping the ball in for continuous play improves development. Those
that know about teaching the game, agree more times having to use their skills and make
decision is much more beneficial than chasing continual balls out of play and NOT
PLAYING THE GAME. See for yourself time how long the ball is out of play during a
hard court game. More often than not it is out of bound on hard court 25% to as much as
50% causing limited development opportunities.
b. Players take more chances to shoot - when shooting, near misses become dangerous
scoring opportunities and teach kids to follow up on shots for rebounds. Hard court may
actually discourage shooting because misses are out-of-bounds and become the
opponent’s ball.
c. Pay for MORE Play: Why pay for down time chasing a ball out of play on a hard court
or crawling under bleachers. The ball stays in play much more in our League.
3. SAFER Environment: Playing in an enclosed area separating players and spectator is imperative
in eliminating any chance of dangerous, unsafe collisions into spectators, benches, bleachers, or slip
hazards that you find on hard courts. Not to mention the dangers of running on a dusty hard courts
and it is easier on the joints. The environment at Break Away is specifically made for soccer
separating plays from spectators.
4. Smaller weighed ball: For younger players, not only is the continual touch of a weighted ball
unrealistic and hindering to developing soccer skills but playing with the heavier ball for long
periods of time can increase the potential to injury.
CONCLUSION: At Break Away, players receive a More realistic touch, More often, with More time
to play, it stands to reason it will result in a better chance for MORE DEVELOPMENT.
Break Away is and has always been a great soccer facility – NOT a multi hard court for
basketball. WE are designed and built for soccer players & spectators to enjoy the
beautiful game.

